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Short selling occurs when investors sell before the 
buy

Most investors buy before they sell

Buy Sell Buy
Sell

Short sellers sell before they buy
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Short selling occurs because investors believe 
asset prices are too high and will fall

• Traditionally investors use cash to buy assets and liquidate later

• Short sellers, sell before they buy & attempt to acquire them when prices fall

• While investors can sell before they buy, they can’t deliver shares they don’t have 

• This (as well as regulation) forces short sellers to borrow shorted securities
• The SEC forces US investors to obtain a “locate” before shorting

• Borrowing can difficult and expensive (borrow rates can be >100% annualized)

• Not borrowing shorted securities is called “naked shorting”

• If securities can not be located, they would fail upon settlement (T+2)



A “locate” is a formal indication that the broker had 
the ability borrow the securities

• Dealers are required to ensure that investors (retail/institutional) have a 

locate

• Many times the locate is provided by the broker

• But the investor may find the locate themselves

• Located securities however are not sequestered

• Dealers may use locate multiple times, if by day’s end all positions are 

covered

• Officially registered market makers are exempted from obtaining locates

• But most dealers go home flat or trade out of their positions before 

settlement



The Controversy

Selling before buying, means that there are more shares outstanding than issued

Example

• Firm A – floats 1,000 shares 

• Investor Z buys all 1,000 shares

• Investor S wants to short 500 shares of Firm A - but needs to borrow shares

• Only Investor Z has them, so Z lends S 500 shares & collects a fee

• Investor S sells 500 shares to Investor L

• But Z now owns 1,000 shares and L is long 500 (even though S is short 500)

o Float now equals 1,500 shares while Firm A only floated 1,000.



Shorting magnifies the float to be more than the 
actual issued shares

• Shorted securities can have more than 100% shorted. 

• But given there is a buyer for every seller, the float is doubled

• Given borrows are not sequestered, 

• A single borrow can be used multiple times

• With high borrow rates, investors are incentivized to lend

• In addition, a buyer doesn’t know if they have original shares or lent shares

• Just as longs as borrow rates are high, brokers and larger investors will lend 

into that demand



Naked shorting can theoretically push a company 
into bankruptcy

Naked shorting occurs when the investor does not 

borrow shares

It is thought that if investors are not forced to cover 

their borrows, investors could theoretically sell the 

stock to $0.00 and bankrupt the company

There is not much evidence of this occurring, given 

with each sell, there is a buyer, and the lower a stock 

goes, the more attractive it becomes to value-based 

investors

However, the political ramifications of naked shorting 

has caused the SEC to strengthen short covering 

regulations (Reg. SHO) 



Since Reg SHO was implemented, fails to deliver 
have declined significantly 
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However…

• These stats are for cash settled trades (doesn’t include options and swaps)

• But options and swaps need to be hedged in the cash market

• Only measures dealer to dealer through the clearinghouse

• Dealers can cover within their accounts 

o Ie Client A long, Client B short – Dealer Net zero – will not show on 

fail stats

• Dealer deliveries to clients don’t show up

• If the dealer fails to another dealer – it shows up, but if the dealer fails to 

a client it doesn’t

• So while stats look good, they may look better than they are



Short squeezes can force sellers to buy

• Short sale risk is unlimited 

• Long only investors can only lose their investment 

• A stock has unlimited upside, meaning short seller’s loses are unlimited

• If the price of stock can be pushed up, then short sellers need to post more 

margin/capital, or be forced to buy in their short – pushing price higher

• This is called a short squeeze

• This happened to AMC, GameStop and a few other “Meme Stocks” 

• This typically is only done by hedge funds

• This time it  was executed by retail investors via online bulletin boards



Is banning short sales a good thing?... Most say No!

Academics, regulators and investors don’t think banning short sales is a good idea

Academics

“…Shortselling bans are more deleterious to markets characterized by a relatively high amount of small stocks, 

low levels of fragmentation, and fewer alternatives to short-selling. As such, we believe that regulators in 

emerging markets should be particularly wary of bans on short-selling.” Stefano Alderighi, Pedro Gurrola-Perez 

World Federation of Exchanges  - meta-academic research on short selling bans

Investors

Many long-short funds and market makers use liquidity from short sales to buy under valued assets. If short 

selling is banned then these market participants don’t have capital to buy…, exacerbating downward pricing 

trends

Regulators

Short sellers generally focus on over-valued companies or companies where the financials do not align with 

reality. Many of these issues can be driven by fraud. Lowering the value of these companies is a signal for 

legitimate investors and regulators to analyze these companies. 



What should regulators do?

• Try to withstand political pressure to ban short selling, especially during crises 

• Implement tight rules against naked shorting

• Push Reg Sho-type (but tighter) locate/borrow rules

• Implement market-wide (pan European) position reporting including short positions 

o In US its quarterly with a 45 day delay, think about a tighter timeframes –

monthly/bi monthly? 

• Close more loopholes

• Options / single stock futures – higher margin levels

• Swaps – margin 

• Implement fail reporting

• Not just at the clearing house but push dealer to client fail reporting as well

• Also at the custodian

• Tighten settlement cycle (currently T+2)

• Tighten to T+1 or night of T+0 (T+1/2)



Conclusions

• Short selling is controversial, the public generally believes it is anti-investing

• However Short Selling 

• Provides market liquidity

• Reduces market volatility (as bans increase volatility)

• Highlights and rewards investors for digging into problematic companies (Enron)

• However

• Better reporting would provide insight into short selling 

o To assuage public

o Provide regulators and industry with better data

o Improve asset manager disclosures

• Close loopholes 

o Derivatives (options, swaps, CFDs…) 

▪ However, these are hedged in cash market but many market makers have exemptions

o Tighten borrow/locate loopholes

• Think about shortening the settlement cycle

o Which would automate market more and highlight challenges quicker



Questions & Answers


